
News in Thermology

EAT-Webpage extended
Recently, new features were added to the EAT-Website.
One of these is the thermal image of the month.This
section presents unusual thermal images from the fields of
human or veterinary medicine, which provide new insights
in medical and veterinary problems.

Images to be submitted should be recorded with the
rainbow palettte and a short description must explain the
unique content of the image.

The section on membership was revised and states now
clearly the requirements how to become a member of the
EAT. It reads as follows:

Procedure for applying for EAT membership

An applicant should express his/her interest in becoming a
member of the EAT by sending an email message or letter
to the with copies to the and the , who have to ratify each
applicant. These copies will speed up the decision process.

In your application please include your title and/or aca-
demic degree as well as your citizenship within Europe as
only European academics can become ordinary members.

In addition to an email address we also need a full postal ad-
dress, the latter for delivery of your copies of the journal
“Thermology International”.

Although optional, it will be useful if the applicant could
also indicate why they wish to join the EAT.

Legal bodies such as scientific associations must declare the
country where they are located and state that promoting
thermology is the aim of their non profit organisation. Ad-

dresses and the optional information are the same as for in-
dividual members

The annual fee is 50.- Euro which includes a subscription to
“Thermology International”.

Rules for becoming a member in the EAT are available in
paragraphs 4 to 7 of the EAT

Visits on the Website

Finally, the webmaster of the page and current president of
the EAT Prof James Mercer, performed a statistical analyis
of attendance at the webpage.

A table 1 shows, there is a constant increase of visitors at
the website, starting with 22 visits/day after lauching the
site in July 2009 and reached 70 daily visits by the mid of
March 2010.

The visits in Februar 2010 were analysed for the country of
which the visitors originate. 51 countries were be identified,
for 224 hits the country remained unknown. The highest
number of visitors were found for Norway (1433).The
next down to rank 20 were United States (618), Romania
(335) Sweden (286), Netherlands (230), Great Britain
(229), Canada (208), Poland (90), Denmark (79), Brazil
(73), Germany (61), India (53), Portugal (52), China (50),
Australia (39), Italy (35), Kuwait (35)France(34), Turkey
(33) and Austria (32.)

The analysis of search words, which brought in February
2010 visitors to the EAT-Website, were thermology (44
hits), thermography (25 hits), thermal (23 hits), european
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Table 1
Visits at the EAT-website July 2009-mid of March 2010

Average/Day Totals

Month Hits Files Pages Visits Traffic Hits Files Pages Visits Traffic

Mar 2010 458 301 191 70 20,32Mb 10549 6935 4412 1616 467,25Mb

Feb 2010 596 380 341 61 19,05Mb 16705 10642 9559 1723 533,37Mb

Jan 2010 474 297 247 50 14,71Mb 14723 26086 21652 4914 456,08Mb

2010 511 326 264 59 17,76Mb 41977 26806 21652 4914 1,42Gb

Dec 2009 383 237 215 49 15,15Mb 11889 7366 6692 1529 480,65Mb

Nov 2009 462 291 300 50 19,52Mb 13869 8739 9005 1500 585,65Mb

Oct 2009 345 210 185 44 1,53Mb 10705 6518 5745 1367 357,57Mb

Sep 2009 387 258 172 52 14,55Mb 11624 7756 5187 1564 436,49Mb

Aug 2009 317 213 146 43 13,11Mb 9840 6621 4529 1335 406,30Mb

Jul 2009 192 121 76 22 7,90Mb 5965 3767 23,67 701 244,77Mb

2009 347 221 182 43 13,65Mb 63892 40767 33518 7993 2,45 Gb

Totals 398 254 207 48 14,92Mb 14,92 105869 55168 12907 3,88 Gb



(21 hits), international (15hits) fever screening (15 hits), in-
frared (15 hits), thermological (14 hits), association (12
hits), imaging (10 hits) and more than 20 other terms which
received less than 10 (between 9 and 2) hits. The predomi-
nant keyphrases were ”fever screening and infrared ther-
mal imaging: concerns and guideline” and “thermology
international”

Merger of the German Societies
The merger of the German Society for Thermography &
Regulation Medicine with the German Society of Ther-
mology initiated in Autumn 2008, agreed by the General
Assembly of the two societies in June 2009, was now finally
accepted by the German Register of Associations Since

January 2010 the German Society for Thermography &
Regulation Medicine remaina as the sole association for
medical thermology in Germany.

After this merger, this journal does not serve any longer as
publication organ for German thermologists as the Ger-
man Society for Thermography & RegulationMedicine has
not yet decided to use Thermology international as their
official publication organ

The Bergmann-Award for Thermology is now also under
the patronage of the German Society for Thermography &
Regulation Medicine. Submissions for this prize, which is
the only around the world awarding scientific work on
thermology, will be announced in due course.
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